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Abstract

Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) and liquid crystalline (LC) ordering are ubiquitous phenomena in nature, in a variety of
biomolecular solutions. Here we review instances in DNA, nanocellulose and other systems, where they occur together, leading to
the formation of liquid-liquid crystalline phase separation (LLCPS), and we highlight analogies, differences, recent advances and
open questions. Remarkably, the intrinsic fluid yet ordered nature of LC, combined with the spatial confinement induced by LLPS,
leads to peculiar biomolecular compartments suitable for a broad range of applications, ranging from material science to synthetic
biology. We argue that tools from the LC field help to address still unexplained processes such as the onset of phase transitions in
intracellular biomolecular condensates.
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1. Introduction

Phase separation is a ubiquitous and general phenomenon
in colloidal dispersions and polymeric solutions, which takes
place when a system gains free energy by de-mixing in two co-
existing phases in thermodynamic equilibrium (1). In particu-5

lar, the coexistence of two liquid phases, which takes the name
of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), has shown its rele-
vance for material science applications, as a process to optimize
the synthesis of nanomaterials with finely controlled properties
(2; 3), and has currently revolutionized our understanding of10

intracellular organization and functioning (4; 5). Indeed, LLPS
is a crucial mechanism regulating the formation and matura-
tion of membraneless organelles, which are involved in tuning
different cellular functions in physiology and disease (6; 7; 8).
During the last decade, broad in vitro investigations of LLPS15

have been carried on to gain better knowledge on fundamental
aspects of biomolecular condensation (9) and for the realiza-
tion of functional and programmable synthetic compartments
(10). Polymeric and colloidal systems are also prone to phase
transitions from a homogeneous disordered liquid state to or-20

dered crystals, amorphous arrested phases like gels or glasses
and, under certain conditions, to liquid crystalline phases with
orientational order (11; 12; 13).

Often, LLPS and phase transitions are intimately connected
and in some cases also coupled to molecular self-assembly (14).25

For example, LLPS has long been exploited to control and trig-
ger the appearance of a desired phase, otherwise difficult to
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access, such as the crystallization of proteins by polyethylene
glycol (PEG) or Dextran aqueous two-phase-systems (15; 16),
or to finely tune self-assembly processes by molecular crowd-30

ing (17). In biological systems, liquid to solid transitions can
modify, even irreversibly, the physical properties of intracel-
lular biomolecular condensates, in turn affecting their proper
biochemical functionality (6; 18; 19).

Liquid crystals (LC) are partially ordered states of matter in35

between disordered, isotropic (ISO) liquids and fully ordered
crystalline states, which arise when molecules display sufficient
anisotropy in shape or interactions (20; 21; 11). Besides ther-
motropic LC, the molecular fluids widely applied in display
technology, there is the broad class of lyotropic LC, aqueous40

solutions of macromolecules spanning several orders of mag-
nitude in molecular weight and dimensions, from surfactants
and single nucleotides (nt) to cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) to
viruses (22; 23; 24).

In this review we highlight the numerous connections45

between LLPS and LC ordering, often unexpected for readers
familiar with only one of the two fields, because we are con-
vinced that many peculiar properties are yet to be discovered
and explained. We will mainly focus on biomolecular, or
biologically relevant, systems. We name this overlapping50

behaviour liquid-liquid crystal phase separation (LLCPS), a
term recently used with slightly different meaning (25). We
first give a brief overview on the different types of LLCPS in
aqueous molecular mixtures through segregative or associative
phase separation (26; 27). We then describe LLCPS in nucleic55

acids systems which have a strong relevance for biomolecular
condensation (28). In the following sections, we present and
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discuss examples for other systems, namely chromonics, cellu-
lose nanocrystals, actin and rod-like viruses. We will not cover
other systems, like polymer dispersed liquid crystals, often60

prepared via polymerization-induced phase separation, for
which abundant literature is already available (29). Although
necessarily limited and biased by our personal interests, we
hope that our overview will help to identify general principles,
promising routes and applications of LLCPS for the broader65

scientific community.

2. Different types of liquid-liquid crystal phase separations

In this section we briefly introduce the three types of LL-
CPS, occurring when at least one of the components in solu-70

tion (molecule, polymer or colloid) is prone to LC ordering,
LC forming component, Fig. 1a. There are two main classes
of lyotropic LC forming components: i) rod-like components,
which have enough stiffness and shape anysotropy to form LC
phases, as predicted by Onsager’s theory (20) and its exten-75

sions, such as long double-stranded DNA (l-dsDNA) > 50
base pairs (bp), filamentous viruses, CNCs (11); or ii) self-
assembling components, which can form physical linear aggre-
gates in turn ordering in LC phases. This latter case is usually
named chromonic LC ordering from the partially soluble, disk-80

like dye molecules which aggregate through π − π stacking of
their aromatic cores (30), but is also observed for short double-
stranded DNA oligomers (s-dsDNA) < 20bp (31; 32) and sin-
gle nucleotides (33), amyloid fibers and of course amphiphilic
surfactant molecules (24).85

Phase separation in simple solutions of a LC forming compo-
nent is predicted, on a purely entropic basis, as a function of its
concentration, C1 (20) (Fig. 1b). Indeed, at low C1 the system is
in a one-phase ISO liquid, Fig.1.b, while above a threshold con-
centration, C∗IS O, LC droplets appear in coexistence with ISO.90

Nematic (N) tactoids are perhaps the best known example, with
uniaxial orientational order (34; 25; 35; 36). In self-assembling
systems, LC domains contain concentrated, longer aggregates
than the coexising ISO phase (37). Broader coexistence regions
can be found in this case because of the intrinsic polydispersity95

of aggregating systems (38).
We mostly focus here on LLCPS in multi-component mix-

tures, where phase separation is driven in an otherwise homo-
geneous solution of the first component by the presence of a
second, Non-LC forming component. The latter is not neces-100

sarily prone to LC ordering and mainly belongs to the class of
flexible polymers, such as single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), PEG,
Dextran, peptides or polycations.

Mixing incompatible (repulsive or simply non-interacting)
species can lead to the so-called segregative phase separation,105

in which a component 1-rich phase coexist with a component
2-rich phase in thermodynamic equilibrium (1). In the pres-
ence of a LC-forming component, the ordered phase can natu-
rally emerge if the concentration exceeds the transition thresh-
old (Fig. 1c). In an equivalent description, if rod-like molecules110

are mixed with flexible polymers, the entropic gain from the
alignment of rod-like particles and the osmotic pressure from

the flexible polymers can combine to drive demixing (13). In
the following sections we’ll see several examples of this pro-
cess, also for self-assembling molecules.115

Finally, coexistence of two liquid phases can also occur in
the case of attractive interactions between the two components
(compatible, or adsorbing polymers (1)), as modeled by Flory-
Huggins theory (39; 40) Such a situation is typically called as-
sociative LLPS, or complex coacervation (10). In mixtures of120

oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, it is driven by electrostatic
attraction and entropic gain of releasing counterions, resulting
in a dense phase enriched in both polymeric species and a dilute
supernatant phase with the remaining low-valency ions (27; 41)
(Fig. 1d). The fact that complex coacervates are usually de-125

picted as disordered bundles of flexible polyions may induce to
think that they are incompatible with more ordered states, such
as LC, and that in presence of stiff components the only possi-
bility is the transition to solid-like precipitates (42)* and amor-
phous arrested phases (6; 8; 19). In reality, the dense coacervate130

phase can be considered as a semidilute polymer solution (43).
Since concentrated solutions of semiflexible polymers can dis-
play LC ordering (21), it’s conceivable that LC phases can arise
inside coacervates if one of the polyions has sufficient stiffness
(44).135

3. Segregative DNA

Phenomena related to DNA conformations and phase be-
haviour, either as a single polymer or in solution, have been
studied since decades. The term “condensation” has been fre-
quently used for both collapse and phase separation, induced by140

both neutral polymers (the so-called psi-condensation) (47) and
multivalent cations (48). Neutral, non-adsorbing polymers like
PEG or Dextran have long been used to tune the osmotic pres-
sure in DNA solutions. Their effect can be described in terms
of entropic, depletion-type forces due to the difference in flexi-145

bility between the two species. At low polymer concentrations,
the mixture is typically in a single homogeneous phase and a
semipermeable membrane is used to control osmotic pressure,
while at higher concentrations phase separation occurs between
a polymer-rich and a DNA-rich phase. Increased DNA con-150

centration can in turn promote LC ordering in the case of long,
rigid, double-stranded helices (49). The inter-helix distance has
been systematically measured - through X-ray diffraction - as a
function of osmotic pressure, to extract the equation of state
and concentration discontinuities across the transition between155

isotropic, chiral nematic (N∗) and higher order liquid crystalline
phases. Osmotic pressure can be finely tuned also through tem-
perature in the 15 − 45◦C range, for which DNA-DNA interac-
tions have no detectable changes (50).

Polymer-induced phase separation and LC ordering have160

been widely investigated for DNA helices above 100bp and ex-
plained within the context of Onsager’s theory for isotropic-
nematic transition. More recently, it has been reported that
PEG can induce phase separation even in the case of DNA
oligomers, both single and double strands (51). At high enough165

concentration, also double strands as short as 4bp can display
LC ordering, via the formation of linear, reversible aggregates
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Figure 1: Types of liquid-liquid crystalline phase separations. (a) Sketches and examples of LC forming components (1), either anisotropic rod-like particles or
self-assembling systems, and non-LC forming components (2), such as flexible polymers. (b) Phase separation in solutions of only one LC forming component (i)
can take place on a purely entropic basis, between liquid crystal (LC) microdroplets which coexist with a liquid isotropic (ISO) phase (ii). In a typical concentration-
temperature (C1−T ) phase diagram of a lyotropic LC system (iii), for a given T , at low C1 the system is one-phase ISO, while above a threshold concentration, C∗IS O,
ISO-LC coexistence takes place in the concentration interval C∗IS O < C1 < C∗LC , above which the system is one-phase LC. Solid black curves are the boundaries
between ISO and LC phases. (c) Segregative phase separation in a mixture of incompatible components can lead to the coexistence of a component-1 rich phase, in
which transition from ISO (i) to LC (ii) can take place, and a component-2 rich phase. A typical C1−C2 phase diagram (iii) shows a binodal curve (black line) above
which the system is two-phase. ISO-LC phase transition in component-1 rich phase is mainly driven by the local increase of C1. (d) Associative phase separation
in a mixture of compatible components can lead to a dense coacervate phase, enriched in both component 1 and 2, where transition from ISO (i) to LC (ii) can take
place, in coexistence with a diluted supernatant phase. The phase diagram (iii) for a charge-balanced mixture as a function of the attractive interactions (modulated
e.g. by T or ionic strength) shows a bell-shaped binodal curve (black line), typical of critical systems, below which the system is two-phase. In (b), (c), (d) the left
side refers to rod-like particles and the right side to self-assembling systems. In phase diagrams, black dots are examples of realization of phases sketched in the
corresponding i and ii panels, colored dots indicate the composition of the coexisting phases, dashed lines are the tie-lines. In both segregative and associative phase
separations, initial global C1 can be much lower than the required C∗LC for the ISO-LC transition in a one component system.
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Figure 2: Segregative DNA LLCPS. (a) Ternary phase diagram of aqueous solutions of 12bp dsDNA and 8kDa PEG. Symbols indicate the initial preparation and
the type of observed phase separation. Solid black line is the binodal line, separating the one-phase region (grey shading) and the phase-separation region. Lines
indicate constant DNA (dotted) and PEG (dashed) preparations. (b) Comparison of the experimental equation of state, obtained for phase-separated LC-forming
(dots, triangles) and non-LC forming (squares) s-dsDNA with PEG, with the prediction of the simulation for a system of sticky cylinders and Carnahan–Starling
equation of state for hard spheres (solid red line) and ideal gas equation (blue line). DNA concentration and pressure are estimated from the DNA-rich and PEG-rich
phases, respectively. Adapted with permission from ref. (45)*. (c) Optical microscopy images of a three-phase segregative phase separation in a mixture of PEG and
LC-forming (D1p) and non-LC-forming (D2TTp) s-dsDNA, obtained with crossed (i) and parallel polarizers (ii). The coexisting phases are: DNA COL domains
(coloured domains), DNA ISO phase (black in (i) and pale yellow in (ii)) and PEG-rich ISO phase background (grey in (ii)). Reproduced from ref. (46) under
Creative Commons agreement.

(31; 52; 32). Such end-to-end aggregation can occur either
through stacking of blunt-end duplexes or through pairing -
and stacking - of complementary dangling ends, while it is im-170

paired in the case of non-complementary tails, which in turn
suppresses LC ordering. PEG-induced phase separation and
mesoscopic ordering of DNA duplexes with different terminal
motifs have been extensively investigated in (45)*. Fig. 2a re-
ports the ternary phase diagram and the observed LC phases175

for a blunt-end dodecamer. At constant PEG concentration,
phase separation is found above a threshold DNA concentra-
tion, which decreases for increasing PEG. At high PEG, only
highly ordered DNA phases are observed. The phase separation
boundaries for aggregation-prone DNA and PEG and the degree180

of partitioning of the species in the coexisting phases allows to
determine the experimental equation of state. This significantly
departs from the classical Carnahan-Starling equation for hard
spheres, except for ISO-ISO demixing (see Fig. 2b). Instead,
it is found to be in agreement with computer simulations on185

aggregating cylinders (53), which accounts for the end-to-end
attractive interactions and the more effective packing within LC
phases. The effect of ionic strength remains to be studied in de-
tail.

Strikingly, spontaneous demixing has been observed also in190

the case of solutions containing only DNA strands, if their se-
quences allowed the formation of a population of duplexes in
coexistence with single strands (31; 52). In this DNA-only sys-
tem, the osmotic pressure from the single strands is able to trig-
ger phase separation only when double strands can also display195

LC ordering, through linear aggregation; on the other hand, the
overall concentration of duplexes alone would be insufficient
to drive LC ordering without the additional contribution from
single strands, nested in their very different flexibility. This in-
triguing coupling suggests that the free energy gain associated200

with end-to-end aggregation and LC ordering is critical in driv-

ing the phase separation and bears important implications. In
a system of random sequences, which can form a wide spec-
trum of partially- and fully-paired structures, duplexes capa-
ble of stacking and/or pairing can spontaneously demix, upon205

LC ordering, from the multitude of duplexes with structures in-
capable of aggregation, and thus of LC ordering, which stay
in the ISO phase (54). Moreover, mixtures of PEG and du-
plexes capable and incapable of aggregation can undergo mul-
tiple phase separations, with DNA-rich droplets further demix-210

ing into LC domains and an isotropic fluid mainly composed
by non-aggregating strands (46) (Fig. 2c). Besides a simple
mechanism of compartmentalization (55), the selectivity of this
cascaded phase separation of sequences provides a self-sorting
mechanism for complementary sequences and stable structures215

with sufficiently adhesive terminals. This may have constituted
a selection principle, a template and an efficient pathway for
the emergence of linear nucleic acids polymers in a prebiotic
environment, within the so-called RNA world. This hypothe-
sis has been tested by investigating the non-enzymatic ligation220

of RNA oligomers (56)**. It has been found that in presence
of demixing, self-assembly and LC ordering the ligation yield
is greatly enhanced over homogeneous or isotropic solutions,
as estimated from gel electrophoresis. The linear aggregates
favour intermolecular reactions over intramolecular ones, and225

the increased local concentration in LC domains boosts the lig-
ation rate.

4. Associative DNA

As mentioned above, condensation of long dsDNA by multi-
valent cations, such as polyamine (putrescine2+, spermidine3+,230

spermine4+, hexammine cobalt3+), has been widely explored in
the past decades as a method to produce the collapse of long
DNA chains (e.g., lambda phage DNA ∼ 50kbp) into hexag-
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Figure 3: Associative DNA LLCPS. (a) Schematic spinodal with respect to nematic ordering as a function of polycation charge density, f+, and polyanion stiffness,
Vd . Representation of stiff polyanions (blue) and flexible polycations (red) in nematic and isotropic dense coacervate phase. (b) Schematic representation and
optical microscopy images, without and with crossed polarizers, of LC complex coacervates composed by 12mer dsDNA and poly-lysine, displaying IS O (i), chiral
nematic N∗ (ii), columnar uniaxial CU (iii), and columnar crystalline C2 (iv) phases at decreasing NaCl concentrations. Transitions from N∗ to IS O coacervates, to
homogeneous phase, driven by the destabilization of DNA-DNA stacking and DNA-PLL electrostatic interactions at increasing temperature (v). (c) Phase diagram
of charge-unbalanced solutions of s-dsDNA and PLL, as a function of the fraction of negative DNA charges, f −, and the inverse of the total charge, Q−1, at constant
800mM NaCl. Dashed gray and orange lines represent constant negative DNA and positive PLL charge concentration, respectively. Symbols indicate the observed
coacervate phase, showing the prevalence for N∗ phase close to charge balance, IS O phase at low f −, i.e. excess of PLL, and COL phase at high f −, excess of
DNA. (d) Phase diagram of early stage kinetic behavior in the formation of PAA/PDADMAC complexes as a function of the ionic strength CS and the mixing ratio
of PAA, f (PAA) obtained from stopped-flow light scattering measurements. Reproduced with permission from refs. (44), (57), (58)**, (59), respectively.

onally packed structures named toroids (60; 48). Polyamine-
induced precipitation of moderately long dsDNA (146bp) can235

promote the formation of chiral nematic and hexagonal LC
phases (61; 62). Through X-ray diffraction it has been shown
that the transition between the different phases and the cor-
responding variation of the inter-helical spacing are strongly
affected by ionic strength and polyamine type (63). Similar240

results are found with shorter dsDNA (25bp) condensed by
spermidine and spermine (64), although the phase state within
the precipitates was not clear. The scientific community is
more and more turning its attention to complex coacervation
as a proxy for the behaviour of intracellular membraneless or-245

ganelles (6), with nucleic acids and cations and/or intrinsically
disorded proteins (65). The phases formed by complexation
of DNA oligomers and disordered cationic peptides have been
systematically investigated, as a function of total concentration,
polymer length (10 to 88 nt DNA sequences, 10 to 100 amino250

acids poly-Lysine, PLL) and charge ratio (42)*. Remarkably,
coacervation strongly depends on nucleic acids hybridization:
while ssDNA yields liquid droplets, dsDNA mainly produces
solid precipitates, which has been proposed to result from the
larger charge density of dsDNA over ssDNA. Transition from255

precipitates to liquid droplets can be obtained by increasing
ionic strength or temperature, which lowers the electrostatic
interactions between the polyelectrolytes. Also dsDNA flexi-
bility plays a crucial role in the phase behaviour. Investigation
of mixtures of PLL and different ssDNA and dsDNA oligomers260

has shown that GC-containing sequences, more flexible than
AT-rich sequences, require less salt to form droplets, indicat-
ing that even a small difference in persistence length can have
major effect on LLPS (66)**. Surprisingly, at high salt con-
centration both 22mer poly(GC) and poly(AT) dsDNA form265

chiral nematic LC phases, a result of the high local concen-
tration in the droplets and possibly of linear aggregation of ds-
DNA. Moreover, if half of the negative charges are replaced by
nucleotides triphosphates (NTPs), at fixed ionic strength pre-
cipitates are replaced by droplets. Interestingly, such PLL-270

dsDNA-NTP droplets further demix into LC domains, whose
textures recall highly ordered columnar phases often observed
for s-dsDNA LC (31; 32), and an isotropic phase rich in NTPs.
An elegant theory of coacervation in mixtures of rigid polyan-
ions (such as dsDNA) and flexible polycations (such as PLL or275

other petides) has been recently proposed (44). Based on scal-
ing approach and random phase approximation, this theoretical
framework predicts a transition from isotropic coacervates to
LC ones as the polyanion stiffness exceeds a threshold value
(Fig. 3a). In such conditions, as in a bulk lyotropic system,280

the transition to the nematic phase is driven by the anisotropic
interactions (excluded volume and electrostatics) between the
stiff polyanions.

An even richer behaviour has been reported for mixtures
of dsDNA 12mers and PLL, in which phase separated micro-285

droplets display all known mesophases for the pure s-dsDNA at
high concentration (58)**: ISO, chiral nematic (N∗), uniaxial
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columnar (CU) and high order columnar (C2) (Fig. 3b). The
LC coacervate phases result from the supramolecular assembly
of DNA duplexes complexed with the polypeptide; indeed, the290

suppression of end-to-end DNA aggregates, either by temper-
ature or with specific sequences, causes the disappearance of
LC phases, which are replaced by conventional ISO coacervate
microdroplets (57). Variations in ionic strength and DNA con-
centration, as well as peptide concentration and stoichiomet-295

ric ratio (Fig. 3c), all tune the phase boundaries with continu-
ity. Remarkably and counterintuitively, this system can escape
precipitation simply by drying, and accesses ordered, yet fluid,
phases by dilution. The internal structure of the LC coacervates
is reconstructed from the quantitative knowledge of bulk DNA300

mesophses and of l-dsDNA-polyamine condensed phases (63).
It leads to an estimated DNA local concentration, inside LC
droplets, between 100 and 1000 times the starting average con-
centration. As mentioned in Section 4, LLCPS may also have
played a role in the prebiotic emergence of nucleic acid linear305

polymers in prebiotic environment. In this perspective, the con-
centration boost enabled by LLCPS is even more remarkable,
as it provides a formidable spontaneous compartmentalization
mechanism.

4.1. Pathway to DNA LC coacervates310

From the observations above, an open question arises: is LC
formation a consequence of LLPS, or is it caused by the rear-
rangement of precipitate precursors (i.e., a liquid-solid phase
transition)? The possible answer is related to the kinetics of
coacervation in mixtures of oppositely charged polyeletrolytes315

- a debated topic in literature - and depends on different fac-
tors, such as polymer chain length, charge pattern and sym-
metry, added salt, pH (67) and the experimental mixing proce-
dure (68). Stopped-flow light scattering experiments have evi-
denced different early stage kinetic behaviors in the formation320

of polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs), depending of charge ra-
tios (59): full coacervation is favored at charge neutrality and/or
at high ionic strength, while far from charge neutrality aggre-
gation and/or rearrangement of small soluble PECs into larger
structures prevail (Fig. 4d). In the case of the assembly of325

LC-coacervates in mixtures of short dsDNA and PLL (58), it’s
possible to envision a similar scenario (Fig. 3b,c): colum-
nar phases, found at lower ionic strength and/or in asymmet-
ric (DNA rich) mixtures, only appear after thermal annealing,
which suggests rearrangement of out-of-equilibrium precipi-330

tates; on the contrary, ISO and N∗ coacervates, appearing at low
temperature, at high ionic strength and/or close to charge neu-
trality, are likely equilibrium states mainly arising from liquid-
liquid phase separation.

4.2. Segregative and associative phase separation335

A unified experimental approach to associative and segrega-
tive phase separation has been recently proposed (69)*. The
phase behaviour of DNA strands between 12bp and 50kbp is
investigated upon the addition of either PEG and Mg2+ ions
(Polymer- and Salt-Induced, PSI, condensation), or the His-340

tone linker protein (H1 condensation). In both cases, the con-
densing agents trigger compaction of dilute DNA molecules

and, above a critical DNA concentration, phase separation of a
DNA-dense phase. The morphology and viscoelastic properties
of the condensed domains are investigated through microscopy345

and FRAP measurements, to quantify their internal mobility.
While short DNA strands typically form spherical, liquid-like
droplets, longer strands preferentially condense into irregular
and less dynamic assemblies, with a transition length between
1k and 10kbp in both segregative and associative phase separa-350

tion. Interestingly, a similar effect is found also in fragments of
reconstituted chromatin, whose degree of compaction in the cell
nucleus affects and modulates transcription efficiency. Titra-
tion experiments with histone H1 proteins also suggest that the
degree of fluidity inside the phase-separated domains is de-355

termined by the number of attractive interactions. Since for
some lengths we already know that in between liquid and solid
droplets, LC ordering emerges (51; 61; 58)**, it would cer-
tainly be useful to systematically further investigate the local
concentration and the degree of alignment of the DNA strands360

inside such droplets within the transition region.

5. Other systems

In several other systems, either self-assembling, like
chromonics, or structurally rod-like, like viruses, we can ob-
serve a rich interplay between liquid crystalline ordering and365

phase separation phenomena, both segregative and associative.
We discuss here few selected examples which well represent the
common features, some peculiarities and relevant open ques-
tions in the field.

5.1. Chromonics370

Chromonics are a prototypical class of materials whose LC
ordering is intrinsically nested in their self-assembly: they are
flat, rigid molecules composed of aromatic rings with periph-
eral charged hydrophilic groups, forming reversible linear ag-
gregates in water, which in turn can align in nematic (N) and375

columnar (C) mesophases (30). They include drugs like cro-
molyn (DSCG), dyes like Sunset Yellow (SSY) and nucleotides
(33), with the aggregating DNA oligomers mentioned in section
3 sharing some features.

Their phase behaviour can be strongly affected by the pres-380

ence of ions or co-solutes. Early investigations (72) reported
that several water-soluble, nonionic polymers like polyvinyl al-
cohol can induce phase separation, and LC ordering within the
condensed phase, at concentrations below the ISO-N transition
for pure systems. The chemical features of the polymers de-385

termine the emergence, stability and configuration of the LC
droplets. Interestingly, PEG does not induce phase separation in
isotropic DSCG solutions, but, when added to a homogeneous
nematic phase, it increases the temperature for N-ISO transi-
tion (73). However, it also widens the coexistence region and390

recent microscopy and X-ray diffraction measurements showed
that the phase separated LC domains are in the columnar phase
(74). In isotropic SSY solutions, PEG can trigger the elonga-
tion of aggregates and the phase separation between a LC phase
and an isotropic PEG-rich phase; when added to homogeneous395
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Figure 4: LLCPS in chromonics (a) Ternary phase diagram of Sunset Yellow
and PEG water mixtures in the ISO, N and C phases and their coexistence.
(b) Sketches of the excluded volume effect at increasing PEG concentration on
chromonic assembly: short aggregates assembly (i), parallel ordering of longer
aggregates in the N phase (ii) and hexagonal ordering of very long aggregates
in the C phase (iii). Reproduced with permission from ref. (70)*. (c) Effects of
molecular weight and concentration of PEG on the wetting behavior of the ISO
and N coexisting phases of 26.0% (wt/wt) SSY, confined in a 200 µm capillary.
Short white arrows indicate nematic regions. (i–iii) SSY with 0.01% (wt/wt)
PEG with molecular weight of 35, 1, and 0.4 kDa, respectively. (iv) SSY with
no PEG. (v–viii) SSY with 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001% (wt/wt) of 8k PEG, re-
spectively. Reproduced from ref. (71) with permission from The Royal Society
of Chemistry.

N and C phases, it leads to coexisting ISO-N and ISO-C phases,
respectively (70)*. Fig. 4a displays a ternary diagram for this
system and sketches of the mixed and demixed phases. Such
behaviour is tuned by ionic strength, which acts on aggregate
length and flexibility. Recently, it was shown that even at ex-400

tremely low concentrations, well below the phase separation
threshold, PEG can dramatically change the wetting behaviour
of the N phase of SSY from low to high contact angles, likely
because of adsorption to the substrate (71) (Fig. 4b). A very
rich phase behaviour can emerge when two chromonic species405

are mixed, with various single- and two-phase regions (75).
Some studies have also addressed associative phase separation
and the effect of solvent properties in chromonics. Overall,
multivalent ions like spermine destabilize the N phase, lowering
the N-ISO temperature and triggering separation between ISO410

and N/C domains (76; 73). Intriguing differences emerge be-
tween added spermine salt or the free base, likely related to pH
effects. However, the phase diagram of SSY is only slightly af-
fected by the addition of polar solvents like urea and formamide
(77). Overall, a delicate balance emerges and the role of hydra-415

tion and competing effects at the various stages of self-assembly
remains to be fully investigated and understood.

A particular class of chromonics is constituted by DNA nu-
cleotides. In particular, the DNA nucleoside Guanosine (G),
with one (GMP) or three (GTP) phosphate groups, can form420

quartets via non-canonical hydrogen bonds. It is known that
multiple G-quartets, stabilized by stacking interactions, can
form within G-rich DNA strands via intra-chain folding. The
conformational transition to this ordered structure, which plays
a biological role e.g. in telomeres, is stabilized by PEG and425

monovalent and multivalent ions (78; 79). Moreover, in the
presence of Histone linker protein H1, G-rich DNA strands
undergo LLPS more easily than sequences unable to fold in
quadruplexes, showing that a critical balance of charge den-
sity, rigidity and stacking interactions is at play (80). Back430

to the more chromonic-like GMP single nucleotides, stacks of
G-quartets can form four-stranded helices in solution which in
turn, at high enough concentration, order into N∗ and C phases.
The addition of PEG favours their phase separation and LC or-
dering (81). The importance of stacking in tuning the phase435

behaviour once again emerges in mixtures of single nucleotides
and polypeptides (82)*. All nucleotides form coacervates be-
low specific temperature and ionic strength values, but LLPS
propensity and partitioning are stronger for purines (GTP and
ATP), in agreement with their larger stacking free energy.440

5.2. Nanocellulose
Cellulose, one the most abundant biopolymers on Earth, can

be extracted in various hydrophilic forms, including long mi-
crofibrils and rod-like nanocrystals (86). The latter can dis-
play chiral nematic LC ordering, which makes them appeal-445

ing for applications, like the realization of thin films with pho-
tonic properties. However, spontaneous LC ordering in elon-
gated CNCs often competes and overlaps with the formation
of arrested phases, gels and glasses depending on the balance
between attractive and repulsive interactions (87; 83) (Fig.5a).450

Indeed, the typical concentrations for ISO-N transition, caging
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Figure 5: LLCPS in nanocellulose systems (a) Schematic phase diagram (i) and
phase transitions (ii) for the formation of liquid crystal ”hydroglass” by spin-
odal decomposition in nanocellulose suspensions, proposed from experimental
phase boundaries and rheological characterization. (b) Schematic illustration
of how neutral and negatively charged polymers are thought to affect the be-
haviour of rod-shaped CNCs. (c) Experimental observation of the evolution of
chiral nematic textures for water-in-oil droplet-confined CNCs, crossed polar-
izers (top row) or upon addition of a retardation plate (bottom row). Over time,
water partially mixes with the surrounding hexadecane oil, increasing CNC
concentration and inducing eventual drying of the droplet (from left to right).
Reproduced with permission from refs. (83), (84) and (85), respectively

or percolation, all scale with the effective aspect ratio of the
nanocrystals (12). For these reasons, the conditions affect-
ing the phase behavior of CNCs, including ionic strength (83),
length (88) and solvent properties (89; 90), have been exten-455

sively investigated. Often, the overall interaction balance leads
to partial phase separation, with LC domains jammed in a ran-
dom network (90). Seminal studies with high molecular weight
Dextran found that the addition of the polymer to N samples
triggers phase separation and high degree of partitioning, but it460

cannot induce demixing in isotropic solutions (91). Microscopy
observations and rheological measurements highlight important
differences between the neutral PEG and a polyelectrolyte (car-
boxymethyl cellulose) added to the negatively charged CNCs
(92; 84): the charged polymer favors aggregation and phase465

separation of a LC, CNCs-rich phase in a wide range of concen-
trations, while the neutral polymer partially coats the nanocrys-
tals and stabilizes them, only inducing weaker depletion inter-
actions, unable to trigger phase separation (Fig. 5b). The inves-
tigation has been extended to polymers with various charge and470

structural properties (93)*. The addition of positively-charged
polymers result in strong enhancement of the measured vis-
coelastic moduli through bridging, but in some instances phase
separation is arrested. The overall emerging picture suggests
that the occurrence of segregative and/or associative phase sep-475

aration is finely tuned by the detailed balance of interactions
and steric properties of the components. Finally, we mention
an interesting strategy exploited in both chromonics (94) and
nanocellulose (85) to explore concentration and confinement
effects in water-in-oil droplets. The partial solubility of water480

in hexadecane leads to progressive evaporation, in turn causing
shrinkage and texture evolution until complete drying (Fig. 5c).
Interestingly, such method captures a change in the concentra-
tion scaling of the chiral nematic pitch, corresponding to the
kinetic arrest and consequent hindering of stress relaxation.485

5.3. Actin

Phase behavior and alignment within actin networks, a ma-
jor constituent of the cytoskeleton, play a central role in their
mechanical properties and the cellular machinery (98; 99). Ho-
mogeneous solutions of actin filaments undergo transition to490

nematic ordering at sufficiently high concentrations (35). In-
terestingly, short filaments display a first order transition and
nucleation of nematic tactoids with higher concentration and
degree of ordering than the surrounding isotropic solution (Fig.
6a.i), while longer filaments show a continuous phase transi-495

tion with no demixing (35). Like in other systems described
in this review, it is observed that a similar phase separation
of nematic domains can be triggered at much lower concen-
trations by the addition of a cross-linking species, like the fil-
amin protein, which favors alignment of actin within the fluid500

droplets (95)** (Fig. 6a.ii). Surprisingly, however, higher fil-
amin concentration yields less elongated tactoids, because this
long and flexible cross-linker effectively acts as an isotropic sur-
face tension, increasing internal cohesion and overcoming fila-
ment alignment. Longer filaments and high cross-linking den-505

sity eventually lead to the formation of viscoelastic networks. It
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Figure 6: LLCPS in actin and virus systems (a) Liquid crystal droplets of F-actin. Tactoids formation near the (concentration-driven) isotropic–nematic phase
transition (i) and induced by the addition of cross-linkers (ii). (b) Schematics of the transition from circular isotropic droplets to bipolar nematic tactoids, induced
by the addition of actin filaments, contributing a nematic elastic energy, to FUS droplets, providing an isotropic interfacial energy (i). Fluorescence micrographs
of FUS droplets for increasing actin filament length and droplet size (ii). The addition of latrunculin (Lat), which prevents actin polymerization, yields spherical
droplets. (c) Condensation of nematic tactoids as a function of temperature, in a colloidal suspension of M13K07 viruses and poly-NIPAAm microgel particles,
imaged by phase contrast microscopy (i). Schematic interpretation of the tactoid condensation (ii). As temperature is lowered, poly-NIPAAm particles swell causing
depletion-like attraction between virus particles. In the ISO-ISO coexistence, rods are concentrated in the droplet and microgel particles are expelled, leading to
ISO-N transition. Reproduced with permission from refs. (95)**, (96) and (97)*, respectively

is tempting to look for similar effects in DNA filaments of dif-
ferent length. Actin can act in a somehow complementary role
when it is added as anisotropic dopant in fluid droplets (Fig.
6b.i) (96). FUS is an RNA-binding protein which phase sepa-510

rates in liquid droplets at sufficiently low ionic strengths. By
adding actin, composite droplets are formed, whose viscosity
and anisotropy increase with the concentration and length of
actin, which imparts LC ordering to the system (Fig. 6b.ii) (96).
The overall shape of the droplets can be understood in terms of515

the balance between the surface tension and an average nematic
elastic constant.

5.4. Viruses
Filamentous viruses are natural, monodisperse, rod-like col-

loids with high aspect ratio (few nanometers in diameters and520

micrometer-scale length) and their LC ordering shares several
common features with other stiff, elongated biomacromolecules
like CNCs, amyoloid fibers (11) or DNA-based rods (100).
Polymers have long been used to tune the phase behavior of
viruses, providing an extremely rich playground to test LC the-525

ories about the role of flexibility and interactions on transition
concentrations and order parameters (101). They can also pro-
mote the formation of 2D, smectic membranes, where the in-
terplay between molecular chirality and surface tension (effec-
tively controlled by the polymer-controlled depletion interac-530

tion) can give rise to reconfigurable structures like twisted rib-
bons (102). If the viruses are mixed with poly-NIPAAm micro-
gels, fine tuning of interactions is made easier as their volume is
strongly dependent on temperature (97)*. Phase separation into
nematic tactoids is mediated by the prior formation of isotropic,535

concentrated droplets of viruses in coexistence with microgel-
rich background (Fig. 6c).

6. Conclusions and perspectives

We have presented the basic principles of liquid-liquid crys-
tal phase separation and reported examples for several different540

biomolecular systems. Addition of effective attractive interac-
tions to a LC-prone system often results into LLCPS, either as-
sociative or segregative.

6.1. What does LLPS bring to LCs?
LC ordering can be affected by LLPS in at least two ways:545

(i) the total concentration for ISO-LC phase transitions is low-
ered (Fig. 1) by as much as 2-3 orders of magnitude (57);
(ii) the LC phase diagram can be finely tuned by the physico-
chemical properties of the second component, which are often
easier to control (such as in the case of PEG or poly-NIPAAm).550

This aspect is particularly relevant for the self-assembly of ag-
gregating systems, such as chromonics. Phase separation has
been extensively exploited in the context of thermotropic LCs,
finding numerous applications in material science, for tuning
crystallinity and molecular packing at nano/macroscopic length555

scales (103), for realizing polymer-dispersed LCs (29) and for
polymer-stabilized LCs for photonics. (104). A similar ap-
proach is increasingly applied to lyotropic LCs (105), whose
optical (86; 106) and viscoelastic properties (96; 107) can prove
beneficial for technological advances in the photonic and bio-560

material fields.

6.2. What does LC ordering bring to LLPS?
LC ordering can result in enhanced funcionalities, in par-

ticular in biomolecular systems. For example, as discussed
in section 5.3, doping an isotropic LLPS with an anisotropic565

component can induce N ordering and novel mechanical
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properties (Fig. 6). LLCPS can also act as permeable microre-
actors regulating and enhancing chemical reactions involving
nucleic acids (46; 56)**. We can further envision multiphase
complex coacervates (108) exhibiting an internal ISO-N phase570

separation (66; 58) as tools to control spatial organization,
reaction yield and responsiveness to stimuli (temperature, light,
mechanical stress) in synthetic compartments. The propensity
of DNA and RNA molecules to produce such phases could
integrate the use of recently developed enzyme-bases DNA-575

toolboxes and DNA nanotechnology methods (109). Finally,
the role of LLPS in cellular organization (5) could gain an
extra twist from theoretical tools and formalism developed
for LCs. Examples range from time evolution (maturation) in
intracellular membraneless organelles (6) to organization of580

genomic DNA (110) to amyloids. The latter are fibrillar protein
aggregates which form LC phases in vitro (111; 112)*, undergo
phase transition to arrested states in vivo (113; 114) and display
intriguing evolution from bundles to fibers and other aggregates
upon complexation with intrinsically disordered proteins (115).585

We hope that this review will stimulate the reader to further
probe the intimate connection between liquid crystals and the
biological world, and to investigation new and diverse LLCPS
systems.590
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